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The Situation
For some, learning stops when they leave school. But lifelong learning can open up new career
doors for those who seek it out. Dairlon Alves, System Analyst at TechnipFMC, was a gardener
before he began taking IT courses. But even after he became an IT technician, his education
didn’t stop there. Unfamiliar with a new system, Nutanix, he set out yet again to invest in
himself.

The Problem
● Finding himself in a new role, Dairlon wasn’t familiar with the Nutanix platform they used
● With a small team, Dairlon wanted to contribute more
● Wasn’t confident enough to speak up in meetings

Nutanix to the Rescue
Reasons Dairlon Alves chose Nutanix Certifications:
● Nutanix University was a gateway for independent learning
● NCP–MCI and NCM–MCI certifications would help get him up to speed with his work

The Impact
● Thanks to Nutanix University, he has a broader and deeper knowledge of Nutanix
technology
● When he finished the certifications, it became a source of pride for both Dairlon and his
entire team
● Dairlon can actively contribute ideas and solutions to the greater team
Self-directed study takes discipline, but in an industry that’s always shifting and evolving, it
might be the only way to stay ahead of the curve. Certifications initially seemed
daunting—especially given the language barrier—but Dairlon persevered and is now more
confident in his skills than ever before. He speaks up in meetings and his team appreciates his
contributions. All it took was a couple of months of hard work.
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“

Thanks to Nutanix University, I have a broader and
deeper knowledge of Nutanix technology. I’m
making a difference in improving our IT
environment, and I contribute so much more to my
team.

“

Having gone through this experience, I’m much
more confident in not only my management
capabilities but also in myself. I went from being
unknown to being a valuable member of my new
team.
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